(1.2) m = f mtidn), (1.3) lim h(0 = 1.
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Such functions play a role in the theory of slowing down of neutrons [15] . The problem was solved by Slater and Wilf [16] under the following very restrictive assumptions on p.: (b) 4> is a solution of (1.2) and {1.3) iff<l>£0; ip^O iff (A') J""{l-tf(0} dÇ < oo.
For the proof of this theorem in [16] the monotoneity assumption on AT is crucial: Under this hypothesis it is easy to see that </» is monotone, which is not true in the general case. Also, if p.{d£) = K{Ç) dÇ, >p is absolutely continuous, whereas in general we only know that a real-valued function satisfying (1.2) is right-continuous and has limits from the left.
To solve Problem (D) in general, in particular to get rid of the unnatural monotoneity assumption imposed on A by Slater and Wilf, a different method is needed. The natural approach is the potential theoretic-probabilistic approach which is suggested by the following observation:
There is a formal analogy on one hand between the solutions of (1.2) and the harmonic functions on some open connected set £>ç A", as studied in classical potential theory, on the other hand between the solutions of (1.2) and martingales, as studied in probability theory. In all three cases the functions in question are required to satisfy certain average conditions.
From the potential theoretic point of view Problem (D) appears as an analogue of the classical Dirichlet problem. Indeed it can be put into the framework of a potential theory associated with the following substochastic transition function P on R+:
(1.7) P(t,A) = n{[t,t+l]r\A}
for £ e R + , A a Borel set of R +. Potential theories associated with substochastic transition functions P on some measurable space (3£, 91) were studied e.g., in [6] as generalizations of classical potential theory. They are concerned with the study of F-regular and F-superregular functions which appear as the analogues of harmonic and superharmonic functions. We recall the following definitions from If u is bounded from below, (2) reduces to (2') Pu<oo,Pu^u. We call « on X F-regular if « and -« are F-superregular; i.e., if
(1) -oo<«<oo,
(2) Ph = h.
If F is given by (1.7), then Fw(í)=J(í i + 1] u{r¡)p{din), and we see that the F-regular functions are just the real-valued solutions of (1.2) and that an extended real-valued function u on R + , bounded from below is F-superregular iff (1.2') f U(ri)p(dri) Ï u(0 and f u(r,)p(dV) < oo.
In view of Problem (D) one is particularly interested in the class of F-regular functions (then Theorem (2.3) gives the class of F-superregular functions, bounded from below) and the behavior at oo of F-superregular functions. In classical potential theory the corresponding problems are closely connected with the concept of Martin boundary. In [6] a boundary theory is given for discrete X, which is of course not applicable in our case where 3E = 7?+ ; even in the discrete case there are only few examples where the Martin boundary has actually been identified. It is the purpose of this paper to give a complete potential theoretic analysis of (1.2) and (1.2'), i.e., a complete development of the potential theory associated with P defined by (1.7). Much of this work is of course not necessary to solve the original Problem (D); however our various approaches have independent interest since we present one of the very few fully worked out examples of probabilistic potential theory.
Our main results can be described as follows:
(1) <A * 0 iff (Theorem (4.2)).
(2) Assume </>^0. Then we can introduce a Martin boundary, which will turn out to be trivial, i.e., the point oo of the one-point-compactification of R+ (Theorem (5.1)). In analogy to the representation theorem for positive harmonic functions we shall prove that every F-regular function which is bounded from below or above, is proportional to >p (Theorem (4.1)). In analogy to the Fatou theorems for positive harmonic and superharmonic functions we shall prove that lim{^ " ip{£) = 1 (Theorem (4.14)) and that for any F-superregular function u, which is bounded from below, there exists a Borel set A of finite /¿-measure such that lim^o,. (tA u{$) exists and is finite (Corollary (4.16)). This latter theorem will be interpreted as "fine" limit theorem after establishing that the Borel sets which are "thin at oo" are just the sets of finite /^.-measure.
(3) In §7 we shall study the dual problem (i.e., the problem of F-regular and F-superregular measures).
Our results will imply immediately the solution of Problem (D) in the general case. Without any other condition on p, but (H) we will get (1.6) Theorem, (a) Any function h on R+ satisfying (1.2) and (1.3) is necessarily equal to <jj.
(b) </. satisfies (1.2) aw/(1.3) #<M0; </-^0 iff {A) holds.
Our proofs will be potential theoretic, using heavily the concepts of Green function and reduced function. Where possible we shall give probabilistic interpretations in terms of the Markov process connected with the substochastic transition function P.
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It is clear that HAk) and HA are substochastic transition functions and that for each t]0 e 3t, HA\r¡0, ■) and HA(r¡0, ■) concentrate their total measure on A.
If w^O is F-superregular it can be proved that
called the reduced function of u with respect to A, is the infimum of the nonnegative F-superregular functions which majorize u on A. HAu has the following properties:
(1) on 3£: HAu is F-superregular, HAu^u, (2) on A : HAu = u, (3) onX-A: HAu = PHAu (goo). We point out that the preceding definition is quite in analogy to the one in classical potential theory: If w>0 is superharmonic on DzRn, then the infimum v of all superharmonic functions which majorize u on A^D need not be superharmonic since it need not be lower semicontinuous. The reduced function of u with respect to A, HAu, is defined as a certain smoothed version of v. It satisfies (1) and, except on a "small" set (2) and (3') HAu is harmonic in the interior of D -A. 2. Green function. The Green function associated with P is defined by:
where P0{¿, A)=XM). We remark that G is the analogue of the Green function in classical potential theory.
3. Potentials. Let/^0; we call where w™ = j lim Pnu is P-regular and in fact the greatest P-regular minorant of u.
This theorem represents u as the sum of a F-regular function and a F-potential and corresponds in classical potential theory to the Riesz representation of a positive superharmonic function as a harmonic function plus the potential of a positive mass distribution.
Clearly, a positive F-superregular function u, bounded from below, is a F-potential iff u °° = 0.
For later use we shall write down two special cases of (2.4):
If F is given by (1.7), then clearly </>, defined by (1.5), is the greatest F-regular minorant of 1, i.e., (2.7) «A = lim Fnl.
n-»co
We want to conclude this section with some remarks about the probabilistic side.
Given a substochastic transition function P on (3£, 9JC), one can construct a Markov process which plays the same role in the corresponding potential theory as Brownian motion does in classical potential theory: Let 36' = 36 u {p}, where p is an adjoined element ("death state"), let 91' consist of the sets of 9t and their unions with {/>}; we extend F to a stochastic transition function F' by setting m,{p}) = \-P{è,X), íeX,
Then, as is well known [12] , for each £ e 2¿ {£'), there is a Markov process {Xtn, n^O} on a probability space {Q.(, 9ti( Pr{) with state space £', stationary transition function P' and starting point £, i.e., (1) ?r({X(n + 1 e A | X(n} = P'{X(n, A), Prra.e., A e 21', (2) Pr{{^o = i} = l. Clearly Pr¿Xíne A} = Pn{{, A) for £ e 3E, Ae%. We shall call the random variable ^ = sup{n; Xtne $}on(üí, 2t?, Pr{) the life-time of the process {Xin, n^O}.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use For any extended real-valued function /on ï we denote by /' its extension to X' by/'(/?)=0. Now if m is F-superregular (F-regular), then for any £ e £, {u'{X(n), «SO} is a supermartingale (martingale) with the parameter value 0 excluded in the first case if w(£) = oo. (This is the analogue of a theorem about Brownian motion and superharmonic functions.) The supermartingale convergence theorem states:
If for a supermartingale {Yn, « ä 0}, supn E\ Yn\ < oo, then limn^ " Yn exists and is finite a.e.
Therefore if u is F-superregular and bounded from below, then lim,,.,,*, u'(X(n) exists and is finite Pr?-a.e.
In the special case when P' corresponds to F of (1.7) we get for the corresponding process with state space R+ u {p} X(n<Xin + x or Xçn+X = p, Pr{-a.e.,
we shall see in §3 that
This and (2.7) imply (2.9) KO-Ptf*«.-»"»}.
since Pn\=Pxt{Xfn e /? + } = Pr{{£{ è«}. (2.9) explains probabilistically why we shall restrict ourselves to the case 0^0 when studying the Martin boundary. F of (1.7) is stochastic iff p(t¡, £ + 1]= 1 (or equivalently i/i= 1). In this case Xtn < X(n+X, Jfin^oo, Prra.e.
In §6 we shall study the relation between this process and a certain random walk. We shall give now the probabilistic interpretation of some of the concepts given above in terms of the corresponding X(n process. We get The last four formulas give a probabilistic interpretation of (2.6).
(b) G{£, A) = ETiA, where F?i4 = 2"=o XaÍ^(ti) ¡s the number of entries of X(A into A.
We shall return now to P defined by (1.7).
3. Preliminary results. We shall study first some properties of the Green function G. For £ e R + , G{£, •) is a measure on the Borel subsets of R +. We extend it to a measure on the Borel subsets of [ -1, oo) by letting G{£, A) = G(£, A n [0, oo)). Therefore g is not symmetrical in its two arguments as is the classical Green function. Also different from the classical situation is the boundedness of g, which we shall prove in the following theorem. Since G(f, A)=xA{£)+¡A iiè, v)Kdr¡), this theorem implies:
G{è, A) ^ 4p.{A)+\.
For the proof of Theorem (3.2) we need the following lemma. This follows easily by induction from P(£, A)=p{({, f +1] n A} and from definition of the Pn as the "iterates" of F.
For arbitrary r¡0e R+ we shall now prove the inequality: (3.6) Pn(Vo, /) g 2 r4-kHikKvo, I), n^O.
Ifrio e I, then HM(r¡0,1)=l for A = 0, 0 for A>0; hence (3.6) is just (3.5).
If tjo $ I, then Hm{r}0,1) = 0, hence (3.6) is trivial for « = 0; for «^ 1 it becomes Pn(Vo,I)i 2 rf>-kH«Xr,0,I).
This inequality is proved as follows :
Pn(Vo,I)={ P(V0,dr¡x)¡ .. f P(r,n-2,dVn_x)( P(r,n-X,dr,n) Jb+ Jr+ Jr* Ji (3.7) Pn(l0, I) = | j¡c P(r,0, dVx) J ... £ P(Vk_x, dVk)
Substituting (3.5) in (3.8) finishes the proof of (3.6).
We remark that (3.8) appears in probabilistic notation as PrVo(Xnon e I) = 2 f PrÄ-* e I}VrVo{Tnol = A", X"ok e dv}. We have therefore proved: G(f, fr-1, y))^4 for f, i¡e R+. Q.E.D. (2) The converse is true under the assumption <p^0.
(1) is a trivial consequence of (3.3); we shall give the proof of (2) after (3.16) and remark here only that the converse of (1) is not true if we omit the assumption that if/^0: Let p assign mass \ to each integer, then G(£, 7?+) = 2 for ijeR + , ¡x{R+) = oo, >p=0.
Part (1) of Theorem (3.9) enables us to prove the following corollary about the process {X(n} corresponding to our substochastic transition function P'. Proof. By (3.9) we have for f e R+ and any bounded Borel set Bç R+, G{¿¡, B)
<co. Now (3.11) G{Ç,B) = ET(B where T(B is the number of entries of X!n into B. We conclude that T(B < 00 Prra.e.
Q.E.D.
We call an extended real-valued Borel measurable function h ^ 0 on 7?+, F-regular on a set A^R+ if h is finite on A, and Ph{£) = h{£) for f e A. Proof. We shall prove first (3.14) Ä(0 -J Ä8J+a*(0+ f h{QPM,dl), n è 0.
This follows immediately by induction (for «) if we prove f h{l)Pn{e,dQ = H&tl\M)+ \ hU)Pn + Át,dQ, »à0.
The latter formula can be obtained as follows :
f KQPn(.e,dQ={ \¡h{np{í,di')}pn{i,do We want to add some remarks concerning the preceding proof, from the probabilistic point of view : By (3.10) we have r = t{>("" + 1](J{/)) < co Pr{-a.e. (3.13) is, in probabilistic notation, (3.13') h{$) = Eh'{X(T).
If we denote by Yn the process X(n, stopped whenever it leaves [£, t;], i.e., F" = Xin for t > n, = Xiz for t ^ n, then (3.14) is, in probabilistic notation, (3.14') h{0 = Eh'{Yn).
(From this we could derive that {h'{ Yn)} is a martingale.) Now it is clear that (3.15) lim h'{Yn) = h'{Xiz), Prra.e.
n-*oo [November From (3.14'), (3.15) and the Fatou-Lebesgue convergence theorem we can conclude :
Deriving however (3.13') from (3.14') and ( 
The preceding proof appears even more trivial if we use probabilistic notation. We have for f < r¡ -1 0(f) = Pr{{A-{n ^ oo} g Pri Oo K; Xin(wt) e[v-l, ,)}) 4. Basic results. The Riesz decomposition theorem (2.3) gives the decomposition of a F-superregular function, bounded from below, into the sum of a F-potential and a F-regular function. We shall determine now the class of F-regular functions, bounded from below, in the case i/i^O.
(4.1) Theorem. Ifi/i^O, any P-regular function h, bounded from below {or from above), is proportional to *¡i.
Proof. (1) It is sufficient to prove the theorem for nonnegative F-regular functions: If A is F-regular and bounded from below, say /2 a -a{a>0), then h1=h + wp = limn_oe Pn{h + a) is F-regular and ^0; if h is F-regular and bounded from above, consider -h.
(2) So let AgO be F-regular. We shall prove that 0^0 implies that h is bounded.
Assume h is not bounded and let fn->oo be such that lim"J00 /¡(fn) = oo. 
This implies that «(f) = 00 for all f e R+ for which 0(f) >0, which contradicts the finiteness of «.
(3) So let a = supîefi+ «(f); we just proved that a<oo and shall prove now that «=a0. Assume a>0. We shall see first that lim sup,..,« «(f) = a. If this were not true, there would be an e>0 and a £xe R+ such that «(f) = a-£ for f ^fx, and therefore we would get by Theorem (3.12) KO = H(íl¡íl+xM0 i (a-*)//(?1>íl+1]l(f) 5; a-« for f ú Su and hence h^a-e, which contradicts sup{eR+ «(f)=a. Now let «1 =Umn_ai Pn{a-«)=a0-«; then «^0 is F-regular and lim inf.-.« «i(f)=0;
hence we have by Corollary (3.19) «i = 0, i.e., «=a0.
Remark. In general the class of all F-regular functions is of course much larger than the class of multiples of 0. For example, let p be the Lebesgue measure on R+. Then 0=1, and for any C°° function «0 on (0, 1) with compact support there is a C° function « on R+ which coincides with «0 on (0, 1) and is F-regular, or equivalent^ satisfies
Remark. The following considerations show that we gain essentially nothing new if we consider wide-sense F-regular functions, i.e., extended real-valued (rather than real-valued) functions « on R+, satisfying the integral equation /i(f) =J"({ Í + 1: h(-n)p(dr¡). By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem (4.1) it is possible to restrict the study of wide-sense F-regular functions, bounded from below, to the study of nonnegative wide-sense F-regular functions. We shall see that the class of nonnegative wide-sense F-regular functions can be completely determined by an analysis of the sets of infinities of the functions in this class. We shall now give this analysis. We shall verify first:
(1) If a wide-sense F-regular function «ä0 is finite at fx and f2, where |fi -f2| = 1, then n is finite on [f1; f2].
(2) If a wide-sense F-regular function «^0 is finite on an interval (f, f+«], then « is finite at f.
The proof of (1) follows immediately from the defining integral equation. (2) is proved as follows: Since « is F-regular on (f, f + e] we conclude by (3.18) "(f) á G(f ; [f, f + e])«(f + e) for f e (f, f+e].
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We may of course assume that e< 1 ; by (3.2) we get then We shall now state two theorems which will follow from the Riesz decomposition theorem (2.3) and the estimates (3.2) and (3.16) for the Green density g{Ç, -q). Q.E.D.
Since 0(f)<i/i(f, f+ 1] = 1, it will be a consequence of Theorem (4.14) that we can replace condition (i) in Theorem (This necessary and sufficient condition for 0 ^ 0 was derived by Slater and Wilf [16] for p in this special form under the additional assumption that K be nondecreasing; see §1.)
Proof. By Theorem (4.2) as amended in the light of Theorem (4.14) (to be proved below) we have 0^0 iff
The integral in (ii) is equal to J0°° J^ + 1 {1 -A"(??)}A(f) drj d£, and therefore by Fubini's theorem finite iff j" {l -a(t,)}(£ i A(f) ¿f) d-n < co.
Therefore (i') and (ii) are equivalent to J"0°° {1 -A(7?)} drj<co. Q.E.D. We shall prove another corollary of Theorem (4.2). Let A^R+ be any Borel set. Let pA be the restriction of p to A, i.e., for any Borel set F£A + , let pA(B) =p(A n B); let PA, 0A be the F, 0 corresponding to pA, i.e., Remark. We can interpret \pA probabilistically in terms of Xtn. If we denote by AXin the process obtained by stopping Xin whenever it reaches Ac, then *I>A{0 = ¥r({AXin -> oo}. The probabilistic significance for the Xin process of the sets of finite /x-measure will be discussed in §5.
Theorem (4.3) implies the following corollary which is the analogue of a classical theorem. Proof. We shall prove first that for any e > 0, the set Ae={r¡ ; 77 e R +, 11(77) ä e} has finite /¿-measure. Let ^={77; 77 e R+ ;Pv{r¡)^.e}aná A"={n; 77 e R+ ; (v-Pv)(r¡)}íe}.
Clearly, AtG>A'm u A"l2.
From Theorem (4.3) we conclude that p(A'e) <oo for any e>0. That also p(A"e) <oo for any £>0 follows from (4.6) since ep(A"E)^ §(0 M) (v-Pv)(r))p(dr¡). We therefore conclude that p(As) <oo for any e>0. To complete the proof of the theorem, choose f"f 00 such that p{Axln n (fn, 00)} <j l/«2 and let ¿ = Ü (A,» n (fn, co)}.
= 1
Then /iL4)<co and u(f)< 1/n for f e A0 n (fn, 00), i.e. limí_oo;{ííl i>(f)=0.
Remark. In general for a F-potential v, lim?_"o u(f) need not exist. We shall see in §5, that HAl 1(f) is a F-potential if /x(yii)< 00. Since 7/^1(0=1 for f e^j. and since lim^o,.^ HAl l(f)=0 for some A such that p(A)<co (by Theorem (4.13)), we see that limj_m HAll($) does not exist, if Ax is unbounded.
As a consequence of Theorem (4.13) we shall prove: (4.14) Theorem. 7/0^0, then lim^« 0(f) = 1.
Proof. Since 1-0 is a F-potential, Theorem (4.13) gives the existence of a Borel set A^R+ such that p(A)<co and lim{^w;{iil (1-0)(f)=O, i.e., lim{^eo.{iA0(f) = l.
We shall see now that in the case of 0 this even implies :
(X) lim 0(f) = 1.
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In order to prove (X), we only have to show: If (X) were not true, i.e., if for some ae(0, 1) and f"foo, 0(fn)<ia, then for any a' g (a, 1), the set A0={£; f e R+, We are now in a position to give the Proof of Theorem (1.6). (a) Uniqueness: If h is a solution of (1.2) and (1.3), then h is bounded and ^0. We show first that this implies 0^0: If h^a, then h=Pnh^Pna=aPn\, hence h^aip; if also /z(fo)>0, then 0<h{£0)^a0(f0), hence 0^0. Now we get by (4.1) h = a<jj and by (4.14) a= 1, hence h = ip.
(b) Existence: by Theorems (4.2) and (4.14). 7/0^0, íAcn /or any P-superregular function «3:0 (or bounded from below), there exists a Bor el set A^R+ such that p.{A)< 00 and lim{_co:iiA u{0 exists and is finite.
(The limits in both corollaries are of course the same for each u.) We also have a limit theorem for F-regular functions if 0=0. 5. Martin boundary. In this section we shall assume 0^0 or equivalently (A). We shall see that the results of the preceding section (characterization of nonnegative F-regular functions, limit theorems for F-superregular functions) can be put into the framework of a Martin boundary theory. (1) Let C be a countable dense subset of R + . From (5.2) and a diagonal argument we see that there exists a subsequence {77^} of {r¡n} such that lim,,-,,» k(r¡'n, f) exists for f e C. We call the limit function a(f) and write from now on {rjn} instead of {t?;}. We shall discuss now the limit theorems of §4 for F-superregular and F-regular functions in the light of the Fatou theorems of classical potential theory.
We shall start with Corollary (4.16). We remark that the neighborhood filter of 00 in the topology of the Martin space is the ordinary filter of " f -> 00." We shall introduce now a filter F°°, called the fine neighborhood filter of 00, which plays the same role for our Martin boundary point 00, as the corresponding filters in classical potential theory. We start with the following theorem, the first part of which is an analogue of a classical theorem.
(5.2) Theorem. For any Bor el set A^R + , either HA>p is a P-potential or Hai/i = 0. The first case occurs iff p.{A)<co.
Since 1-0 is a F-potential, 77A(l-0) is a F-potential; therefore (77A1 -77,40) * =0, i.e., (77A1)W=(77A0)OT. Hence we can write Theorem (5.2) in the equivalent form:
(5.2') Theorem. For any Borel set AçR+, either (7Fill)"=0 or =0. The first case occurs iff p,{A)< 00.
If we now define a set A £ F+ to be thin at oo if p*(A) < co (it* = outer extension of p), then by Theorem (5.2) a Borel set A is thin at co iff HA\¡¡ is a F-potential in analogy to a classical theorem. If we define as in the classical case the filter F00 on R+ as the class of complements of the sets which are thin at co, this filter converges to co and Corollary (4.16) can be restated in the following equivalent form:
(5.3) Theorem. Ifu^Ois P-superregular, then lim,» u exists and is finite.
In view of Theorem (5.1) Theorem (5.3) is the analogue of the Fatou fine limit theorem in classical potential theory. The equivalent form (4.16) has also its counterpart there.
The equivalence of Theorem (5.3) and Corollary (4.16) follows as in the classical case from the following theorem, which has its counterpart in classical potential theory, too, and discusses the relations between "fine limit" concepts at co and Martin limit concepts ( = ordinary limit concepts as f -> oo).
(5.4) Theorem. Let A^R+ be such that p*(A) = oo and let g be an extended real-valued function defined on A. Then (a) There exists a set B^ A such that p*(B)<co and lim sup g = lim sup g(f).
F" nA (-mo;(eA-B (b) If c is any fine cluster value of g at oo (i.e., a cluster value of g with respect to F°° n A), there exists a set A0^A with p*(A0) = co such that \im^x.iteAo g(f) exists and is equal to c.
(It will be clear from the proof that the statements under (a) and (b) will remain true if we replace the sets A, B, A0 by Borel sets A, B, A0 for which p(A) = oo, p(B)<oo, p(A0) = cc and if we make for (b) the additional assumption that g be Borel measurable.)
Proof of Theorem (5.4). The proof is along the lines of the one in [2] for the classical case. It is of course simpler because of the simple structure of thin sets.
(a) Let a = lim supF» nA g. Since Foen^^-oo, we clearly have that aálim supí_00;í6Ag(f). It is therefore sufficient to assume a<oo. If for e>0, we let Bs={0, £ e A,g{0><* + e}, then p*{Be)<oo. Choose fBfoo such that P-*{Blln n (f,, oo)} < 1/n2 and let 5=(Jn°=i ÍA,n n (&, oo)}. Then we have p,*{B) < oo, and alsog(£)^a+l/n for i e(/l-7i) n (£", oo), hence limsuPi-.M:i6i4_Bg(f)ga. The reversed inequality is obvious. (We recall that in the proof of Theorem (4.13) we actually showed that for a F-potential v, lim^» v=0, and concluded as above the existence of B such that p.{B) <oo and lim{-,00;{eB° i>(i)=0.) (b) We assume -oo<c< +oo. (The changes in the proof required for c= + oo will be obvious.) By definition, c is a cluster value of g with respect to F" n /I if n g!?)
or equivalently if for any e > 0 and for any Ä e F™ r\ A (i.e., for any set ^4' such that A'^A and /x*(4-,4')<oo) (X) {í;íe^',c-e<g(a<c + e}^ 0.
If for £>0, we let Ae = {0, £ e A, c-e<g{0<c + e} then p.*{Ae) = oo because if we had /x*(/Q<oo, (X) would imply a contradiction for A' = A -Ae. Now let ^=0 and if |" is already chosen, choose £n +1 > in such that p.*{A 1/n n (£n, in+J} 3:1 (this implies |n -* oo) and let /40 = US°=i {^i/n n (in, in+i]}-Then p.*{A0) = co, and also \g{0~c\ < 1/« for i s A0 n (in, oo), hence lim^«^,,,, g{0 exists and is equal to c.
In the formulation of (5.3) we have recognized Corollary (4.16) as a Fatou fine limit theorem. We point out that Theorem (4.14) is the analogue of the classical nontangential limit theorem for positive harmonic functions on a ball in Rn. "Nontangential" approach to oo is in our case the same as approach to oo in the Martin topology, i.e., unrestricted approach to oo, since oo is the only Martin boundary point. Theorem (4.14) was derived in §4 from the corresponding fine limit theorem, i.e., limi.» 0=1 (or equivalently: there exists B such that p.{B)<oo and lim?_cc.ÍÍB (1 -0)(i)=O), and the analogue of the classical Harnack inequality. For the classical theorem the corresponding derivation was given in [3] . We have no counterpart to the classical radial limit theorem for positive superharmonic functions on a ball in 7?". Corollary (4.15) is the counterpart of a theorem by Tolsted [18] , which states the existence of nontangential limits at almost all boundary points for certain averages of a positive superharmonic function on a ball in 7?".
Just as in the classical case the Fatou fine limit Theorem (5.3) has also a probabilistic interpretation. As we mentioned in §2 the process {A^n, «3:0} with state space R+ u {p}, stochastic transition function F' (=stochastic extension of F) and starting point i, plays in our potential theory the same role as Brownian motion in classical potential theory.
We mentioned in §2 that the supermartingale convergence theorem implies the following theorem :
(5.5) Theorem. If u3:0 is P-superregular, then for all ÇeR+, lutin-.,» u'{X(n) exists and is finite Pr4-a.e.
We shall prove below the much stronger Theorem (5.8), in which we actually identify the limit. It is clear that for this purpose we may restrict our attention to paths converging to oo, because if £4 < oo, then u'(X(n) = 0 except for finitely many «.
We turn now to the probabilistic characterization of Borel sets which are thin at oo. The characterization is actually given by (5.2'), which reads in probabilistic notation :
( Remark. Theorem (5.7) says-apart from the identification of the limit-that for all f g R + , lim sup,,-«, g(Xin) is a constant Prra.e. on A{ and that this constant, defined for all f g R+ such that 0(f) > 0, is independent of f. This is a special situation of a 0-1-law which appears formally stronger than (5.6) and which we shall give in §6. We see that-and in this aspect the classical case is different-we need not consider the process, "conditioned to go to oo," for the probabilistic interpretation of thin sets and fine limit concepts, since the Pr^measure of the set of A^-paths, which converge to our only Martin boundary point oo, equals 0(f) and we assumed 0^0. If 0^0 we actually know from §3, that the set of positivity of 0, which we shall denote by /, is an interval (a, oo) or [a, co) where ae R+. For f g / we could of course define a process X™n-in analogy to the classical case-on some probability space (Qf, 9If, Pr") with state space /, starting point f and transition function p™(è,dè') = W;p(t>d?).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (We distinguish all symbols referring to this process by a superscript " oo.") Since F™ is stochastic, we have for the life-time £f =00 Prf-a.e. Since G-{0 A) = J Pr|° {X?n e A} = £ ^ G{0 #') is finite for bounded y4, we have lim X& = 00 Pr{°°-a.e.
n-* 00
Now we can modify (5.6) to the following complete analogue of the classical case:
(5.6') 0-l-law. For any Bor el set A^R +, we have on I Vr({X& e A i.o.} = 0 or =\.
The first case occurs iff p,{A) < 00 (i.e., A is thin at 00). Proof. We have F"oo774ool(i)=F"77^0(Í)/0(Í) for i g 7, which implies together with Theorem (5.2) that lining oe P^HA l{0 = 0 or = 1 on 7 according to whether p,{A) < 00 or not. Q.E.D.
We can modify (5.8) in complete analogy of the classical case to:
(5.8') Theorem. If w = 0 is P-superregular and \\mF<» u = a, then for i e 7, lim»..» «(*£)=«, Prf-A«. Proof. We have G{0 A) = jAg{£, y'h{dy') + Xa{0, for any Borel set A. If we let A = fr -1, 77) in this formula, we get (6.2) g(Ly)=\ g{Oy'Mdy')+x«,t+iÁy)-
The existence of lim,,..» g(i, 77) for i e 7?+ follows now from a theorem in [16] , the version of which in our context asserts the existence of lim"^"o h{r¡) for any bounded function h which satisfies Ky) = $u-itV->Ky')p-(dy') for y>A, under the condition lim,.,«, \p--p-i\{y, 77 +1]=0. Proof. Under the assumptions it is clear from Theorem (5.1) that lim,^«, g(f, 77) exists for all f g R+ and is equal to a-0(f). In order to identify a we apply formula (2.6) to ^ = (77,77+ 1] and get: /WulOi) = j{H("," + x:l-PH(ri,v + xMv')G(t,dr,'). By the 0-1-law (5.6) we know:
(6.9) PrJ"^; lim h(Xtn("ù) = il = 0 or =0(f).
L n-co J (6.8) and (6.9) prove the 0-1-law (6.7).
(6.10) Corollary. Letf be a tail function of{Xn, «SO}. Then for f g A+,/? is a constant on At, Pr(-a.e. Moreover, this constant, defined for all i for which 0(f) >0, is independent of f.
Proof. Let A be any Borel set of the extended real line. Applying (6.7) to the tail set B={w;f(w) e A} of {A',, «^0} we get that either (1') or (2') is true:
(10 A,£K;/(«>,) g A}, Pr4-a.e. for f g R\ (2') A* çfo ;/<(«?<) g A% Prra.e. for f g R + .
This proves the corollary. where the Yt are independent random variables with the same distribution as Y%. The process {Z¡"} is a special case of a class of Markov processes, the so-called random walks. Their potential theory is discussed in [8] , [17] . We shall point out now that the probabilistic structures of the processes {Xin, «>0} and {Z¡" «^0} and equivalently the structures of the corresponding potential theories are very similar.
(a) Potential theory. By Remark (6.4) and Theorem (6.5) we have (6.12) lim g(f,7)) = 2/(1+ f p{V}p(dv)l l-"00 / \ J(0.1] / This is the analogue of the renewal theorem (see e.g., [17] ) for the Zin process:
(6.13) lim g*(i,j) = -L.
j-00 IL I x (6.12) and (6.13) imply that lim"_«, £(77, f)=l and lim;-«, k*(j, i*) = l. Therefore in both cases the one-point-compactification of the state space can be considered as Martin space and the Alexandroff point oo as Martin boundary point. In both cases the nonnegative regular functions are the nonnegative constants, i.e., 1 can be considered as minimal function, corresponding to the boundary point oo.
From the renewal theorem (6.13) one can easily deduce that for a F*-potential v (6.14) lim v{i) = 0.
¿-♦00
This is the analogue of Theorem (4.13), because by a result from [17] for the F*-potential theory the finite sets play the role of the sets of finite ^-measure in the F-potential theory, i.e., they are the transient sets as well as the sets which are thin at oo. Remark. In [17] , a set A is defined to be transient if (X) 77Al(i) < 1 for some i e 3£.
Since (X) is true iff (77Al)co(i) = 0, this definition is superficially closer to our definition of sets which are thin at oo. (b) Probability theory. (1) In our present case we can reformulate the 0-1-law (6.7), which we derived for the ^"-process, to (6.7') O-l-law. For any tail set B, either Pr{(Ä4) = 1 or =0.
The corresponding 0-1-law is true for the process {Zin, «3:0}. The fact that for fixed i, Prf (Z?¡) = 1 or =0 follows from a theorem by Hewitt and Savage [10] . The fact that the value of Prf (5¡) is independent of i follows easily as in the case we discussed.
(2) The statement that thin sets and transient sets coincide for the processes Xin and Zin, is another way of saying that the Borel-Cantelli Lemma holds for the events {X(n e A} and {Zin e A}.
(3) Whereas (6.11) represents Zin as the sum of the first « elements of a sequence of independent, identically distributed (disregarding the first term) random variables, we show now that one can represent X(n as the sum of the first « elements of a sequence of random variables, which have the same distribution (except for the first one) and two of which are independent if there is at least one between them. This is a consequence of p = pi (Remark (6.4)) and can be seen as follows:
We may assume i = 0. Then This implies that the summands in (6.15) (except for the first one) have the same distribution and that any two of them are independent, if there is at least one between them.
